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What is the problem?
A brief introduction to lexical normalization

• Internet is a hasty and chaotic place and so are the texts 
written by its users — mainly on social media.


• The texts contain numerous language variations: slang, 
abbreviations, typos, … 


• This poses problems to NLP pipelines designed to 
process canonical texts



How can we solve it?
A brief introduction to lexical normalization

• One solution is to normalize the texts — move them 
towards the canonical form.


• Han and Baldwin [1] define lexical normalization as:


“…a mapping from ‘ill-formed’ out-of-vocabulary 
lexical items to their standard lexical forms.”



Why were we interested?
A brief introduction to lexical normalization

• Initially, we wanted to test relative encoding on a more 
complicated problem.


• …that actually didn’t work very well :(


• But we’ve already started, let’s give it another try!


• “Traditional” techniques should perform better than 
fine-tuned LMs – does it still hold? 



Why were we interested?
A brief introduction to lexical normalization



MultiLexNorm
Dataset examples



MultiLexNorm
Metric

• Accuracy? …misleading


• F1 score? …not very interpretable


• Error Reduction Rate (ERR)!



MultiLexNorm
Dataset statistics



ByT5



ByT5
Introduction

• T5 == Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer



ByT5
Introduction



ByT5
Introduction

• Use the encoder-decoder architecture for masked 
language modeling
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• Use the encoder-decoder architecture for masked 
language modelling
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Our Solution



Data representation



3 stages of training



Synthetic pre-training

• We use Wikipedia dumps for clean normalized data


• Then perturb them with various character edits, word 
edits and vocabulary replacements


• The probabilities of these edits are estimated from the 
training datasets



Synthetic pre-training
Examples

• EN: “people” -> “ppl”: 39.7%


• DA: “ikke” -> “ik”: 4.97%


• SL: “š” -> “s”: 16.3%


• TR: lowering the first capitalized letter: 1.00%


• IT: artificial typo: 0.458%


• ID: “wanita-wanitanya” -> “wanita2nya”: 33.3%



Fine-tuning

• Straightforward – just use the training data


• We also experimented with mixing in the artificial data to 
avoid overfitting – didn’t really work



Results
Intrinsic evaluation — ERR



Results
Extrinsic evaluation — dependency parsing via LAS



Ablation study



Conclusion



Two main takeaways

1. Subword-level LMs are not all you need


2. The bitter lesson: make models scalable, don’t rely on 
heuristics that work only in the short term
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